Beach Volleyball Match Results
Texas A&M-Corpus Christi vs Alabama Birmingham
Apr 12, 2019 at

Alabama Birmingham 4, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi 1

1. Jaelyn Keene/Tressa Buckland (UAB) def. Madison Green/Rachel Young (TAMUCC) 14-21, 21-12, 15-13
3. Jayme Bratsberg/Annie Pringle (UAB) def. Emma Coudon/Lael Ceriani (TAMUCC) 21-19, 21-17
4. Kylie Kvam/Brooke Adkisson (TAMUCC) def. Brittney Munro/Brooke Stanse (UAB) 21-12, 21-12
5. Jenna Gathright/Emma Andraka (UAB) def. Fanny Ahman/Sam Dumity (TAMUCC) 15-21, 22-20, 15-8

Match Notes:
Texas A&M-Corpus Christi 9-13
Alabama Birmingham 14-14
Order of finish: Doubles (4,5,3,1,2);